
Trade-in valid toward purchase of CVap® Holding Cabinets and Collectramatic® Fryers. See reverse for full details. 

Contact your Winston sales representative or visit KFCFryers.com for more information.

Have you ever looked at your current equipment and thought, “Hmm, wouldn’t it be exhilarating to send this 
bad boy flying out the window?” We’ve all been there. But before you unleash your inner action hero, let’s 
explore a safer, more rewarding option. Picture this: You’re staring at your outdated, broken, or just plain useless 
holding cabinet or fryer. Instead of staging a window-tossing extravaganza (seriously, don’t do that), why not let 
us help you save the day?

Just snap some photos and jot down the serial tags of your kitchen misfit. With our special offer, you could 
pocket up to $500 in savings on shiny new Winston equipment that’ll make your kitchen sing with joy.

Never discard a good cabinet or fryer, but when it is costing more to maintain or becomes a little unsightly for 
your customers – trade it up for a Winston. Better bird in your bucket and more profits in your pocket

Our main mission is to be your partner to a brighter and more profitable year. So, let’s team up, toss those old 
woes aside, and usher in a new era of kitchen greatness together.

Trade-in and Save!

https://kfcfryers.com/


Terms & Conditions

1. The eligible Winston models for this program 
include any variation of the models listed at left. 
Program is subject to change without notice.

2. One form per trade-in related purchase order is 
required. All form fields must be completed, and 
include legible pictures of the competitor unit(s) 
and serial tag(s) to process rebate.

3. Winston reserves the right to reject trade-in 
applications. The Winston sales representative 
will be notified immediately if a submission is 
rejected.

4. Duplicate trade-in forms will be rejected.

5. The offer may not be used in conjunction with 
any other special promotion or pricing and the 
trade-in must be for a comparable new model 
being purchased (fryer for fryer, holding cabinet 
for holding cabinet).

6. The completed trade-in form must be submitted 
within 180 days of the invoice date. Forms 
received beyond 180 days will be disapproved.

7. Winston Accounting Department will issue the 
trade-in rebate payment after payment on 
Winston equipment is received from the dealer 
or distributor. Allow 6-8 weeks processing time 
of rebate check.

All trade-in forms and related materials for this 
program must be emailed to insidesales@
winstonind.com
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QUESTIONS? Contact your Winston sales representative or visit KFCFryers.com.
+1.502.495.5400 | kfcfryers.com

Winston Model Rebate Amount

Holding
Half-Size Cabinets $250
Full-Size Cabinets $250

Fryers
Pressure - 4-head $500
Pressure - 6-head $500
Open - 6-head $350
Open - 4-head $350
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